Streamline your absentee ballot workflow, maximize processing throughput and ensure you meet important reporting deadlines.

This Panasonic scanning solution integrates seamlessly with your voting system, enabling you to import and export directly from the voting system...dramatically speeding up the processing of incoming ballots.

THE NEXT-GENERATION OF COMPREHENSIVE SIGNATURE VALIDATION
Over a century of experience in process automation
User-friendly software quickly clips and compares ballot signatures against signature in database to create a comparison score. Based on this score, the signature is either auto-validated or flagged for further validation. This highly-accurate process speeds up processing time while limiting physical contact.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION WITH YOUR CURRENT SYSTEM
One bundled solution optimizes automatic signature verification
Import and export directly from your native voting system. Our bundled solution includes all of the hardware and software needed to optimize your verification system. We also include our signature Panasonic on-site maintenance and support.

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

**FAST PERFORMANCE**
Increase hourly ballot processing by over 1000%*

**BUNDLED SOLUTION**
One solution includes all necessary hardware and software

**USER-FRIENDLY SOFTWARE**
Simple installation and easy-to-navigate interface

**SEAMLESS INTEGRATION**
Open-ended software works with your native system

**SERVICE & SUPPORT**
On-site service & Support included standard

*Currently in many Counties across the country, Panasonic is streamlining the process of absentee ballot signature verification to increase the processing of ballots from 50 per hour to approximately 1000 per hour.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, EMAIL Brendan.Oates@us.panasonic.com